How the retinal network reacts to epiretinal stimulation to form the prosthetic visual input to the cortex.
We considered the problem of determining how the retinal network may interact with electrical epiretinal stimulation in shaping the spike trains of ON and OFF ganglion cells, and thus the synaptic input to first-stage cortical neurons. To do so, we developed a biophysical model of the retinal network with nine stacked neuronal mosaics. Here, we describe the model's behavior under (i) electrical stimulation of a retina with complete cone photoreceptor loss, but an otherwise intact circuitry and (ii) electrical stimulation of a fully-functional retina. Our results show that electrical stimulation alone results in indiscriminate excitation of ON and OFF ganglion cells and a patchy input to the cortex with islands of excitation among regions of no net excitation. Activation of the retinal network biases the excitation of ON relative to OFF ganglion cells, and in addition, gradually interpolates and focuses the initial, patchy synaptic input to the cortex. As stimulation level increases, the cortical input spreads beyond the area occupied by the electrode contact. Further, at very strong stimulation levels, ganglion cell responses begin to saturate, resulting in a significant distortion in the spatial profile of the cortical input. These findings occur in both the normal and the degenerated retina simulations, but the normal retina exhibits a tighter spatiotemporal response. The complex spatiotemporal dynamics of the prosthetic input to the cortex that are revealed by our model should be addressed by prosthetic image encoders and by studies that simulate prosthetic vision.